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A: This was already asked and
answered on StackOverflow here.

If you want some extra help, I
also answered the original

question. You should only change
this if your desired solution needs
more details (maybe you have a
solution that is not exact, etc). Q:

how to update only some
labeltext using nopcommerce? I

would like to update the labeltext
of nopcommerce product

attribute I can update using var
package = CartContext.Packages.

FirstOrDefault(p => p.Id ==
product.PackageId);
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package.Price +=
(product.Amount *

currencyFactor); var prd =
package.Product; prd.Price +=

(product.Amount *
currencyFactor);

List.UpdateProduct(product); but
this updates all of the labeltext as
well of the value. I want to update
only the labeltext. A: You can use

Product.Modification. This will
return an array of

ProductModification objects that
could be used to update the

property. Calculation of mast cell
depletion of the equine mammary
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gland using digital image
analysis. Reductions in the

number of mammary gland (MG)
mast cells may be a mechanism

by which mast cell tumours
(MCTs) are reduced or

suppressed. However, there are
currently no standardised or

quantitative methods for
measuring mast cell numbers in

the MG. Thus, the aim of this
study was to develop an objective

and reproducible method to
quantitatively determine the mast

cell profile of the MG. A custom
designed (unpublished,
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commercially available) image
analysis system was utilised in

this study. The design was based
on the principle that all mast cells

within a given area of the MG
were equally distanced from a

camera lens and therefore
provided an adequate choice of

camera lens to maximise the MG
area, whilst minimising the

inclusion of unwanted tissue
within the MG area of interest.

Monoclonal antibodies were used
to label the mast cells. Images

were captured and analysed using
the design and system previously
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